WHY SWIFTWALL SOLUTIONS?
We provide a rapid, efficient alternative to traditional materials used in temporary walls. While the process of constructing temporary barriers and enclosures may be messy, time-consuming, and disruptive, SwiftWall deploys quickly and easily, and can be reused and reconfigured as needed.

SPEED AND SIMPLICITY
The SwiftWall system is designed for rapid construction and reusability. For temporary and semi-permanent structures, materials like plywood or drywall demand significant time and labor, ultimately resulting in waste and mess. We take an entirely new approach to these problems with the male and female joiners on every pre-sized SwiftWall panel. SwiftWall barriers and structures can be constructed in a fraction of the time, and then easily disassembled and repurposed for your next project.

IDEAL FOR:
Construction or renovation • Safety, social distancing, and containment • Rooms and offices • Storage and increased capacity • Repurposing and reconfiguring spaces • Indoor or outdoor usage • Emergency management • Crowd control • Confidentiality

SWIFTWALL PRODUCTS

Panel and door material: ABS with aluminum joiners and polyisocyanurate core (Class A fire-rated material available upon request)
Track and channel material: Industrial extruded aluminum
WHAT IS OUR MISSION?
SwiftWall Solutions began with the idea to provide a reusable, fast, and simple temporary wall and construction barrier structure. Our lightweight system is easy to install, remove, and relocate. From institutions to businesses to residences, we aim to provide you with tools that make your space safer and more productive.

WHO USES SWIFTWALL?
• Building owners and property managers
• Facility directors and maintenance managers
• Business principles and leaders
• Contractors in every field
• Homeowners, hobbyists, and DIY enthusiasts

WHERE IS SWIFTWALL USED?
• Healthcare Facilities
• Educational Institutions
• Transportation Businesses
• Casinos
• Event Management Companies and Convention Spaces
• Retailers
• General Contractors
• Entertainment and Sport Management

HOW DOES SWIFTWALL COMPARE?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWIFTWALL</th>
<th>STANDARD DRYWALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

READY TO GET STARTED?
CONTACT YOUR DEDICATED GRAINGER SUPPORT TEAM TODAY.

C.J. Brey
989.600.5001
CJ@SwiftWall.com

Jack Goodenough
989.600.5484
Jack@SwiftWall.com